Case Oldham UK

Case Oldham UK
Problem
In one of the suburbs of Manchester (UK), huge amounts of phosphorus
related chemical waste had been dumped into a lagoon for the last
5 decades. High levels of risks for the environment and good health of
people were at stake. Together with the local environmental authorities
a clever and affordable solution had to be sorted out.

Solution

Tender
Management
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and Water
Purification

Instead of dredging or excavating and hauling it to a reclamation area
at very high costs, we provided the client with a solution of Isolation,
Managing and Controlling the contaminated lagoon. Therefore the
risks of environmental spreading were eliminated and the project

Hydrographic
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became affordable.

Project
Management

Fast and Clever
Dewatering
of Sediment

The present contaminated sludge layers in the lagoon were therefore
flattened with big under water bulldozers. After flattening, a huge
geomembrane of 45,000 m2 was spread and submerged and completely

Problem Solving /
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covered the lagoon bottom and its slopes.
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A special capping layer of broken concrete and sand (0,60 m) was mounted
over the geomembrane and took care of complete isolation. A special geo
hydrologic monitoring regime, will secure and guard the next 50 years for
the necessary environmental safety.
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Case Borculo NL

Case Borculo NL
Problem
The Waterboard Rijn en IJssel was confronted with a leaking dike
around the village of Borculo. Due to rodents, holes were dug and the
dikes were undermined. The necessary groundwater level decreased
and exposed the wooden piles under the old houses in the village.
Fast action and clever solutions were needed.
Tender
Management

Solution

Cleaning
and Water
Purification

With the help of a small hydraulic cutter suction dredger, sludges
from several canals were pumped to the dike area’s. Special designed
geo textile containers, which were filled with sludge, dewatered
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with the help of biodegradable polymers, and were integrated in the
banks of the channel. They reinforced the dikes in this way and restored
the necessary waterlevels in the village.
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Case Wiesbaden Germany

Case Wiesbaden Germany
Problem
The banks of the river Rhine (75.000 m2) became polluted due to a
spillage with heavy oil coming from a nearby concrete factory. A fast
and smart cleaning operation had to be carried out, due to the risks of
the drinking water inlet, 1 kilometer downstream.

Solution

Tender
Management

In cooperation with Arcadis Germany a smart and innovating cleaning

Cleaning
and Water
Purification

head was developed and connected to a dredger. The thin layers of oil
were accurate removed and pumped over a special designed cascade
system which contained geo containers. With a special polymer the
residues of oil and floating particles were caught. The surplus of free
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water was led over an active carbon filter before released into the Rhine.

Project
Management

The left overs, dried oil sediment were taken to a reclamation area.
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Case Husum Germany

Case Husum Germany
Problem
In the Northern German sea harbor Husum, the bottom of a shipyard was
heavy contaminated with anti fouling (TBT). The harbor authorities
of Husum looked for a sustainable but affordable solution in cleaning
the harbor by dredging (40.000 m3). Heavy tide challenged us even
more to solve the problem.

Solution

Tender
Management
Cleaning
and Water
Purification

All dredged sediments (40.000 m3) were pumped and stored (isolated
and controlled) into geotextile dewatering containers. Two polymer
units were used to inject dry polymer (flocculation) into the dewatering
containers to optimise the dewatering process. Huge amounts of sludge/
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silt were dewatered and stored on site. The harbor authorities will start

Project
Management

with there landscaping program in the coming years and integrate
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the dried and stocked geo containers in their design.
Furthermore, the inner city of Husum is protected by locks, from flooding
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during spring tides and extreme weather conditions. During the dredging,
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the locks were closed to ensure a stable water level in the harbor
and secured the necessary stability of the sheet piles. Together with
van Heck Pompen Noordwolde, a set of powerful water pumps (with a
capacity of 15,000 m3 per hour) were installed to handle and redirect
the flow of two small rivers into the harbor.
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